We present Period-Luminosity and Period-Luminosity-Color relations at maximum-light for Mira variables in the Magellanic Clouds using time-series data from the Optical Gravitational Lensing Experiment (OGLE-III) and Gaia data release 2. The maximum-light relations exhibit a scatter typically up to ∼ 30% smaller than their mean-light counterparts. The apparent magnitudes of Oxygen-rich Miras at maximum-light display significantly smaller cycle-to-cycle variations than at minimum-light. High-precision photometric data for Kepler Mira candidates also exhibit stable magnitude variations at the brightest epochs while their multi-epoch spectra display strong Balmer emission lines and weak molecular absorption at maximum-light. The stability of maximum-light magnitudes for Miras possibly occurs due to the decrease in the sensitivity to molecular bands at their warmest phase. At near-infrared wavelengths, the Period-Luminosity relations of Miras display similar dispersion at mean and maximum-light with limited time-series data in the Magellanic Clouds. A kink in the Oxygen-rich Mira Period-Luminosity relations is found at 300 days in the V I-bands which shifts to longer-periods (∼ 350 days) at near-infrared wavelengths. Oxygen-rich Mira PeriodLuminosity relations at maximum-light provide a relative distance modulus, ∆µ = 0.48 ± 0.08 mag, between the Magellanic Clouds with a smaller statistical uncertainty than the mean-light relations. The maximum-light properties of Miras can be very useful for stellar atmosphere modeling and distance scale studies provided their stability and the universality can be established in other stellar environments in the era of extremely large telescopes.
INTRODUCTION
Mira variables are large-amplitude asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars which are evolved from low-to Miras are also separated into two classes: Oxygen-rich (O-rich) or Carbon-rich (C-rich) based on their surface chemistry or photometric light-curve variations. Orich Miras exhibit a Period-Luminosity relation (PLR, Glass & Lloyd Evans 1981) in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) with an intrinsic scatter comparable to the classical Cepheids at near-infrared (NIR) wavelengths (Whitelock et al. 2008; Yuan et al. 2017 Yuan et al. , 2018 . At present, the calibration of the extragalactic distance scale using Cepheid variables provides a value of the Hubble constant (Riess et al. 2016 (Riess et al. , 2019 ) that is in tension with the Planck results based on the cosmic microwave background (Planck Collaboration et al. 2018) . NIR PLRs of Miras have been successfully employed to estimate distances to galaxies within and beyond the Local Group (Rejkuba 2004; Menzies et al. 2015; Huang et al. 2018) . Therefore, Mira variables have the potential to provide a distance scale independent of classical Cepheids with the absolute calibration of their PLRs in the Milky Way or the LMC.
Several earlier Mira-based studies used a dozen longperiod variables (LPVs) discovered at optical wavelengths (Lloyd Evans 1971) to derive Mira PLRs and Period-Luminosity-Color (PLC) relations in the LMC at NIR wavelengths (Glass & Lloyd Evans 1981; Glass & Feast 1982; Feast et al. 1989 ). In the past two decades, time-domain wide-field variability surveys have revolutionized LPV studies in the Galaxy, LMC and the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC, Wood et al. 1999; Wood 2000; Soszyński et al. 2009 Soszyński et al. , 2011 . The LPVs were found to exhibit five distinct, almost-parallel sequences in the PL plane in both Magellanic Clouds (Wood et al. 1999; Ita et al. 2004a,b; Fraser et al. 2008; Soszyński et al. 2009 Soszyński et al. , 2013a , and in the Milky Way bulge (Soszyński et al. 2013b) . LPV sequences consist of Miras, semi-regular variables, OGLE small-amplitude red giants, and long secondary period variables (for details, see Soszynski et al. 2007; Trabucchi et al. 2019) . Miras are the brightest and largest amplitude LPVs that pulsate in the fundamental mode and come in two major groups, separated by the dominant chemistry in the envelope. Multiwavelength data for Miras in the LMC have been used in a wide range of studies: examples include an investigation of the complex effects of circumstellar extinction (Ita & Matsunaga 2011) , the derivation and application of NIR PLRs for O-rich Miras with scatter as low as 0.12 mag in the K s -band for distance scale applications (Yuan et al. 2017) , and the classification of Miras into O-and C-rich AGB subclasses .
In the theoretical framework, one-dimensional linear, non-adiabatic, radial pulsation models have allowed a significant progress to understanding and identifying LPV sequences (Wood 2015; Trabucchi et al. 2017) . While these models are able to reproduce periods for early AGB stars pulsating in overtone modes, the properties of fundamental mode Miras are strongly affected by the internal structure of the models (Trabucchi et al. 2019) . On the other hand, non-linear fundamental-mode pulsation codes that are based on self-excited pulsation models and opacity-sampling treatment of radiation transport, can simulate fundamental-mode Miratype pulsations and fit observed light curves and amplitudes (Ireland et al. 2011) . Recent, global threedimensional radiation-hydrodynamical simulations show that convection, waves, and shocks all contribute to increasing the stellar radius and to levitating material into layers where dust can form (Bladh et al. 2015; Freytag et al. 2017; Liljegren et al. 2018 ). These models selfconsistently describe convection, fundamental-mode radial pulsations, and atmospheric shocks, and show that the pulsation periods are in good agreement with the observed Mira PLRs (Freytag et al. 2017) .
The spectral features of Miras as shown for prototype o Ceti (Joy 1926) , include hydrogen emission lines with the greatest intensity at maximum-light (henceforth max-light) and the weakest around minimum-light (henceforth min-light, Joy 1954; Castelaz & Luttermoser 1997; Yao et al. 2017 ). In the case of O-rich Miras, the Balmer emission-line flux of Hα is the weakest among the four Balmer lines while Hδ has the greatest intensity at max-light. In contrast, the titanium oxide (TiO) molecular bands are typically weaker at max-light (Castelaz & Luttermoser 1997; Castelaz et al. 2000) . The Balmer line increment in O-rich Mira variables was initially attributed to TiO absorption (Merrill 1940; Joy 1947; Gillet 1988) . Later, hydrodynamical models suggested that radiative transfer effects can cause this increment when the hydrogen lines are formed in a shocked atmosphere (Bowen 1988; Luttermoser & Bowen 1992; Richter et al. 2003) . Spectro-interferometric studies of O-rich Miras suggest that the photospheric radius and the effect of unstable water vapors increase from the max-to min-light (Wittkowski et al. 2018) . Therefore, phase-dependent spectroscopic and photometric studies of Mira variables can be used to probe both stellar atmosphere variations and pulsation mechanisms.
Using photometric data, Kanbur et al. (1997) carried out the only study of PL and PLC relations as a function of phase for LMC Miras in the JHK s bands. They showed that the dispersion in these relations is smaller than that of their counterparts at mean-light. The Mira sample used by Kanbur et al. (1997) was limited to 48 stars with sparsely sampled NIR light curves. Therefore, it is essential to examine the phase-dependent variations in the Mira PL and PLC relations with modern multiwavelength data and relate the pulsation mechanism effects to stellar atmospheric variations. For the distance measurements, infrared PLRs of Miras are preferred because of lower extinction, lower metallicity effects, and smaller temperature fluctuations at longer wavelengths. For example, AGB pulsation properties are found to be similar in metal-poor ([Fe/H] −1.85 dex) dwarf galaxies and metal-rich ([Fe/H]∼ −0.38 dex) LMC in the 3.6µm and 4.5µm bands (Goldman et al. 2019) . However, the wealth of data from ongoing time-domain surveys provides an opportunity to better characterize the PL and PLC relations for Miras also at optical wavelengths. This work aims to use the plethora of multiwavelength data for LPVs in the Magellanic Clouds to explore the stability and characteristics of Mira PL and PLC relations at max-light.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the data used in our analysis and provide a brief overview of the methodology. Our comparisons of PL and PLC relations at mean and max-light are discussed in Section 3. The stability of max-light properties with both photometric and spectroscopic data is discussed in Section 4. NIR properties of Miras at max-light and their possible application for distance measurements are presented in Section 5. The results are summarized in Section 6.
DATA AND METHODS
Time-series data for Mira variables from OGLE-III (Soszyński et al. 2009 (Soszyński et al. , 2011 ) are adopted as the primary catalog. Out of 1663/352 Miras in the LMC/SMC, there are 1438/302 (457/36 O-rich, 981/266 C-rich) stars with both V and I-band light curves. On average, more than 600 I-band and 60 V -band observations are available for each Mira variable, which span more than a decade. Multi-band photometry is obtained by cross-matching OGLE data with the Gaia data release 2 (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018; Mowlavi et al. 2018 ) within a 2 search radius. The light curves of 650/111 Miras in the LMC/SMC are obtained with only ∼ 80 median number of observations per Mira combined in the three Gaia filters. A limited amount of NIR data available for 690 Miras in the LMC (Yuan et al. 2017) , and 90 Miras in the SMC (Ita et al. 2018) are also used in this analysis. The periods and O/C-rich Mira classifications are adopted from the OGLE-III catalog.
To estimate max-light properties, we restrict our sample to light-curves with a minimum of 15 observations in a given filter. The semi-parametric Gaussian process regression (GPR) model of He et al. (2016) is used to fit the I-band light curves of OGLE-III variables. GPR is used to model both periodic variations and stochastic signals in Mira light curves, simultaneously. The stochastic signals represent changes in the average light curve variations that may occur, for example, due to the formation and destruction of molecules in the extended atmospheres of Miras. Therefore, the GPR model can fit long term trends in Mira light curves and provide accurate periods even for sparsely sampled light curves (see He et al. 2016 , for details). These GPR fits are used as templates to predict the I-band magnitude corresponding to each V -band observation. Fig. 1 displays model-fits to I-band light curves for two Miras in the Magellanic Clouds. This model-fitting approach allows us to robustly estimate colors at each epoch when both V I-measurements are available.
The max-light magnitudes are estimated by taking the mean of all the epochs within the brightest ten percentile of the peak-to-peak amplitude for each light curve in each band. The standard deviation of this average is adopted as its associated uncertainty. This definition is adopted firstly because there are only a limited number of epochs in most bands except the I-band. There- Note-IDs, periods and classification (Cl: O or C-rich) are from the OGLE catalogs (Soszyński et al. 2009 (Soszyński et al. , 2011 . Only the first five lines of the Table are presented here; the rest can be found in the online supplemental material.
fore, our light curves do not necessarily cover the true maximum, and an average of the brightest epochs along the light curve allows a reasonable estimate of apparent magnitude at max-light. Secondly, if the light curves are not well-sampled around max-light, the adopted error in the max-light magnitude will be larger, thus giving it lower weight in the PLR fits. Finally, the ten percentile variation around max-light should also compensate for the unaccounted phase lag in max-light between V -and I-band. Magnitudes with a subscript (I M ) denote maxlight magnitudes throughout this paper. The sensitivity of the results to the adopted definition is also discussed later. Similarly, the mean-magnitudes are adopted from the GPR fits after excluding data points that are predicted to have large uncertainties (>0.1 mag). If the GPR fits are not available, mean-magnitudes are simply the average of all epochs after excluding extreme outliers, i.e., data points beyond 5 and 95 percentile of the light curve. The basic properties and estimated magnitudes for Miras in the Magellanic Clouds are listed in Table 1 . The following relations are fitted to the data:
• Single-slope model :
Here m is the apparent magnitude and m = m 1 or m 2 in the case of two bands. The break-period (P b =300 days) represents the adopted zero-point and will be determined using statistical methods in the next section. In the case of PLRs, a color term (c = 0) is not included in the above equations. An iterative outlier removal method is adopted throughout this study: this excludes the star with the largest residual from the fit until all residuals are within 3σ dispersion across the fitted model. Extinction corrections are applied using the reddening maps of Haschke et al. (2011) which give the color excess E(V − I) for Miras in the Magellanic Clouds. The median value of E(V − I) is taken if these maps do not provide the color-excess value within a 2 search radius for each Mira. For a given color excess, the extinction in different filters is estimated by adopting the Cardelli et al. (1989) extinction-law which gives a total-to-selective absorption ratio (R λ ) of R V,I,J,H,K = 2.40, 1.41, 0.69, 0.43, 0.28, at different wavelengths. The foreground reddening towards the LMC is small, specially at longer wavelengths, and it is expected to be significantly smaller than circumstellar reddening associated with Mira variables (Ita & Matsunaga 2011) .
MIRAS AT MAXIMUM LIGHT
The spectral type of classical Cepheid variables is independent of their pulsation period at max-light (Code 1947) . Following the work of Simon et al. (1993) on Cepheid properties at max-light and assuming Mira pulsations, like Cepheids, are envelope phenomena, Kanbur et al. (1997) speculated that the scatter in the PLRs at max-light arises predominantly from the range of total masses of Miras whereas both the range of core masses and total masses contribute to the scatter at mean-light. However, Miras exhibit large-amplitude pulsations, temporal variations in their stellar diameters, and extended dynamical atmospheres with complex molecular layers (see the review by Höfner & Olofsson 2018) . Pulsations in Mira-like variables are also strongly coupled with poorly understood processes such as dust formation and mass loss. Nevertheless, while investigating max-light Mira PLRs for the first-time, Kanbur et al. (1997) found that the J-band PLR exhibits significantly smaller scatter at max-light than at mean-light for Miras in the LMC. Here, we use optical data for Miras for the first time to examine this in the following subsections.
PL and PLC relations for OGLE Miras
The GPR model-fits are used to estimate V I-band magnitudes at the same-epoch for OGLE-III Miras and to derive PL and PLC relations at mean and max-light. Fig. 2 shows the I-band PL and PLC relations for Miras in the LMC. The max-light PLR for O-rich Miras in the LMC displays smaller scatter than the mean-light relation. C-rich Miras do not display any linear relation with their primary pulsation period in optical bands as they exhibit varying levels of circumstellar extinction (Ita & Matsunaga 2011) . Adding the color-term results in a significant decrease in the scatter for both O-and C-rich Miras at mean and max-light. The results of the linear (single or two-slope model) and the quadratic regressions to the PL and PLC relations are listed in Table 2 .
The max-light PL and PLC relations exhibit scatter which is up to ∼ 30% smaller than their mean-light counterparts. The results for the max-light PLR also hold if we only take the minimum numerical magnitude of the light curve as the max-light magnitude in the I-band. In this case, the dispersion in O-rich Mira PLR (N = 440, σ = 0.27 mag) is similar to the dispersion when we use our adopted definition (see, Table 2 ). The residuals of Mira PLRs correlate with colors, as expected, but do not show any dependence on their periods. However, the residuals from the mean-light PL and PLC relations are larger than the max-light residuals at both extremes of the I-band amplitude distribution. At minimum-light, the O-rich Miras fall well-above the faint-limit of OGLE-III, and their PLC relations exhibit a dispersion (N = 441, σ = 0.47 mag) almost three times the scatter in the max-light relations.
The period-color relations for Miras at mean-and max-light are shown in Fig. 3 . For long-period (P > 300 days) O-rich Miras, the period-color relation becomes shallower both at mean-and max-light, and the scatter in the relation over the entire period-range is smaller at max-light. If the extinction corrections are applied, no significant changes are noted in the scatter in these relations. Assuming that the scatter in these relations is intrinsic, the temperature variations at max-light are significantly smaller than at mean-light for a group of Miras with similar periods: this results in the tighter PLC relation at the brightest epochs. Fig. 4 displays the PL and PLC relations at max-light for Miras in the SMC. The number of O-rich Miras is very small in the SMC (see, Boyer et al. 2011; Goldman et al. 2018 ) but they also exhibit significantly smaller dispersions in these relations at max-light when compared to their counterparts at mean-light. Note that the geometric extension and the line-of-sight depth of the SMC are much larger than for the LMC (Subrama- Figure 2. PL and PLC relations for Miras at mean-(top) and max-light (bottom) in the LMC using OGLE-III data. The solid/dashed line displays the best-fitting quadratic/non-linear regression model. In case of a two-slope linear regression, the break period is adopted at 300 days. Small cyan circles and grey dots are outliers excluded from the O-and C-rich regression analysis, respectively. In the case of PLC relations, the color-coefficient (c) is different for O-and C-rich Miras (see Table 2 ).
Representative ±5σ nian & Subramaniam 2015; Muraveva et al. 2018) , which contributes to the larger scatter in PLRs. Therefore, single-slope models are fitted to the SMC PL and PLC relations, considering the dispersion and smaller number statistics. The color dependence of these PLRs for Crich Miras is similar in both Magellanic Clouds. On the other hand, O-rich Miras in the SMC display a greater color dependence in the PLC relations than Miras in the LMC, albeit also with greater uncertainty. Note that Orich stars produce dust less efficiently in low-metallicity environments while C-rich Miras are as efficient as their higher-metallicity LMC counterparts (Sloan et al. 2010; McDonald et al. 2010; Sloan et al. 2012 Sloan et al. , 2016 . This difference in the dust properties for O-rich Miras due to metallicity differences can contribute to the changes in the color coefficient of the PLC relation but the effects of molecular absorption and the temperature variations in O-rich Miras may also depend on metallicity.
To validate the statistical significance of the decrease in the dispersion of the PL and PLC relations at maxlight, a parametric F-test is adopted to compare the variances in the mean-and max-light relations. The smaller scatter in the max-light relations may also be due to the smaller number of stars in the final fit, for example, due to iterative outlier clipping algorithm. Under the null hypothesis that the variances are similar in the meanand max-light relations, the F-test results suggest that the reduction in the dispersion is statistically significant at the 95% confidence interval. The probability of acceptance of the null hypothesis is smaller than 0.05 dex in all cases.
PL and PLC relations for Gaia Miras
The Gaia mission has provided one of the largest samples of LPVs , which has enabled us to study PL and PLC relations with simultaneous multiband precise space-based photometry. This LPV sample is restricted to Miras with periods less than 670 days, owing to the observation duration of the Gaia data. Further, some of the epochs in the light curves that were flagged by the photometry and variability processing by the Gaia team are also excluded from this analysis. Although the magnitudes corresponding to most of those epochs fall on the light curves ), these were not included in our adopted criterion of the minimum number of 15 epochs per light curve. The mean-and max-light magnitudes in G, BP , and RP filters are obtained for epochs of simultaneous photometry in all three filters.
Figs. 5 and 6 show the PL and PLC relations for Miras in the LMC based on G and RP band magnitudes and (BP − RP ) colors, respectively. The results of the regression analysis are tabulated in Table 3 . Similar to the traditional V I filters, PL and PLC relations at max-light display significantly smaller dispersions than at mean-light in the Gaia filters as well. The scatter in the max-light PLC relations for O-rich Miras is comparable to that for the PLRs in the NIR JH-bands in the very similar to O-rich Miras. The flatter color variation for longer-period O-rich Miras is also seen at mean-light similar to that in (V − I) color. Note-The coefficients (a, b, b l , c) are defined in Section 2. σ: dispersion (mag). N i : initial number of sources. N f : final number after excluding outliers. Fig. 8 displays the PL and PLC relations at max-light for Miras in the SMC. The decrease in the scatter in these relations is consistent with the results for Miras in the LMC. The color term for C-rich Miras is almost twice than for O-rich Miras in all optical colors. Assuming similar interstellar extinction, the effect of circumstellar extinction on C-rich Miras may be twice as large as that for O-rich Miras.
Quadratic or non-linear relations
Optical and NIR PL and PLC relations for long-period (P 300 days) O-rich Miras exhibit a steeper slope than the shorter period Miras (Feast et al. 1989; Ita & Matsunaga 2011) . The excess luminosity in longperiod O-rich Miras possibly occurs due to hot bottom burning (HBB, Sackmann & Boothroyd 1992; Whitelock et al. 2003 ) episodes in massive AGB stars (∼ 3 − 5M , for details, see Karakas 2014; Marigo et al. 2017) . For AGB stars with initial masses between ∼ 3 and ∼ 5M , nuclear burning at the base of the convective envelope leads to luminosities that are higher than the core-massluminosity predictions. The HBB process also affects the surface chemistry of AGB stars, and the lower mass limit to initiate these episodes depends on metallicity (Marigo et al. 2013 ). The mass-loss in AGB stars also changes as it evolves towards brighter luminosity and longer periods (Vassiliadis & Wood 1993; Goldman et al. 2017 ; Höfner & Olofsson 2018). Empirically, the exact period at which these effects may cause a change in the slope of the PLRs is not well-quantified. Ita & Matsunaga (2011) found a kink in the PLRs around 400 days. A quadratic relation also seems to provide a robust fit to PLRs over the entire period range of O-rich Miras (Yuan et al. 2017 ). The statistical significance of linear, non-linear or quadratic models is investigated using several methods: Schwarz Information Criterion (SIC), Random Walk (RW), Testimator (TM) and F-test (FT, see Kanbur et al. 2007; Bhardwaj et al. 2016a , for mathematical details). In the case of a non-linear regression model, a break period is varied between 200 and 500 days in steps of log P = 0.01 day. The SIC is used to compare the quadratic and two-slope regression model by maximizing the likelihood function and the model with the smallest SIC value is adopted as the preferred model. A breakperiod is obtained from the two-slope regression model with the smallest SIC value. The RW method gives the probability of the acceptance of the null hypothesis that a non-linear regression is the best-model, and the break-period corresponds to the maximum-probability. The TM compares the slopes for different subsets of the data under consideration and provides a period-range where the PLRs depart from linearity. The F-test compares the variances of the quadratic and non-linear regression models under the null hypothesis that the two variances are equal. The period corresponding to the model with the largest F-value is adopted as the breakperiod. Finally, a quadratic relation is compared with a linear relation for O-rich Miras with periods smaller than 400 days. The probability p(f ) < 0.05 suggests that the two variances are not equal. Table 4 summarizes the results of the statistical tests to determine a break in the PL and PLC relations for O-rich Miras in the LMC. Since these methods are sensitive to the dispersion of the underlying relation, optical PLC relations and NIR PLRs are used to determine the break period. Non-linear regression is the best-model according to SIC. The break-period varies between 2.35 < log P < 2.55 days at different wavelengths for all statistical methods. The F-test suggests that the variances of the quadratic and two-slope models are statistically similar. Further, the variances of a quadratic model and a linear relation for P < 400 days are also similar in most cases. Therefore, we adopt a break period of 300 days (∼ log P = 2.48) as the optimal period at which the change in the slope of PL and PLC relations occurs for O-rich Miras. The break-period possibly shifts to longer periods (∼350 days, ∼ log P = 2.54 days) at NIR wavelengths. NIR PLRs are discussed in detail in Section 5.
STABILITY OF MAXIMUM-LIGHT FOR MIRAS

Photometric variability at max-light
Optical photometry provides clear evidence that Miras display significantly smaller scatter in the PLRs at max-light than at mean-light. The pulsation properties and brightness variations of Miras are not strictly periodic and vary from cycle-to-cycle. Therefore, it is important to investigate the stability of max-light over different pulsation cycles. However, apart from OGLE I-band time-series observations, there is a lack of continuous photometry for Miras in the LMC, and even OGLE data do not necessarily cover the epochs of max-light during all pulsation cycles. High-precision photometry and sub-hour cadence from Kepler can be extremely useful to test the stability of max-light over different pulsation cycles. Bányai et al. (2013) analyzed variability in M -giants from Kepler and identified a dozen long-period Mira-like variables.
We estimate the scatter in the max-light magnitudes and median magnitudes for Miras over different pulsation cycles. For OGLE Miras, the sample is restricted to those stars for which GPR predicts max-light magnitudes with a precision better than three times their median uncertainty, and the time coverage is equivalent to the period of each Mira. The top panel of Fig. 9 displays the comparison of the scatter in the median and max-light magnitudes for OGLE and Kepler Mira candidates. When the scatter in both sets of magni-tudes is smaller than 0.4 mag, max-light magnitudes seem to be more stable for most O-rich Miras. C-rich Miras often exhibit long-term trends and thus display large scatter both at median-and max-light. The bottom panel of Fig. 9 presents the variation in min-light magnitudes versus the scatter in median magnitudes. For a majority of the stars, min-light magnitudes display significantly larger scatter than median magnitudes over multiple pulsation cycles. The scatter in max-light magnitudes is systematically smaller than in min-light magnitudes with an average offset of 0.06 mag and the largest offset of 0.3 mag. High-precision photometry of Kepler Miras also displays smaller magnitude variations at max-light than at min-light. Similar magnitude variations are seen at max-and mean-light when the dispersion over multiple pulsation cycles in both sets of the magnitudes is large (> 0.4 mag). The lack of accurate parallaxes for the Kepler Miras and solar-neighborhood Miras with high-cadence photometry precludes us from quantifying the impact of scatter in mean-and max-light magnitudes on the PLRs. Note that accurate Gaia parallaxes for these Miras are not available presumably due to large astrometric errors that are caused by the motion of the stellar photocentre . Miras also exhibit up to 40% variation in their stellar diameters (H-band, Lacour et al. 2009 ), and angular diameters can be larger than the parallax measurements. Further, Miras display large magnitude and color variations along the pulsation cycle and chromaticity corrections are required at each epoch to estimate accurate parallaxes ). In addition to precise distances, extinction and metallicity measurements are also needed to calibrate PLRs for Miras and to investigate the impact of cycle-to-cycle variations in max-light magnitudes on their PLRs.
Spectral features at max-light
Mira spectra for Kepler stars are taken from the Large Sky Area Multi-Object Fiber Spectroscopic Telescope (LAMOST) survey Cui et al. 2012 ). The LAMOST-Kepler project covered the original target fields at least twice. Therefore, all Mira candidates have one or more spectra, and a study as a function of the pulsation phase is possible wherever more than one spectrum is available. Fig. 10 shows the light curves of two Kepler Mira candidates in the top panels and their LAMOST spectra in the bottom panels. The Kepler K P and V -band light curves are taken from Bányai et al. (2013) and All-Sky Automated Survey for Supernovae (ASAS-SN) catalog of variable stars (Shappee et al. 2014; Jayasinghe et al. 2018) . At least one spectrum close to min, mean, and max-light is available for these two Miras. All spectra display TiO molecular features but no sequential vibrational bands of carbon-bearing molecules are seen. Therefore, both Miras are classified as O-rich Miras. The max-light spectra (close to the zero phase which corresponds to the max of the K P -band) for Kepler Miras exhibit strong Balmer line emission. Further, both Miras display a Balmer increment at maxlight and the strength of TiO bands increases from maxto min-light. Yao et al. (2017) showed that as an AGB star cools down from its warmest phase, the strength of TiO bands increases gradually and thus more flux is absorbed by lower order Balmer lines (Merrill 1940) . Spectro-interferometry studies of O-rich Miras show that stellar radius in continuum light changes from maxto min-light (Thompson et al. 2002; Wittkowski et al. 2016 Wittkowski et al. , 2018 . While the continuum and water radii are anticorrelated with the visual light curve, the Carbon monoxide (CO) bandhead diameter correlates well. The one-dimensional dynamic model atmospheres of Miras also predict an increase in the continuum radius between max and min-light, when the luminosity decreases, as well as an irregular variability in the outer molecular layers (see, Ireland et al. 2011) . As the continuum radius decreases and becomes smaller at max-light, the effective temperature increases and dominates the visual light curve. Unstable molecules such as water vapor and TiO get destroyed at maximum effective temperature and luminosity. More stable CO molecules instead become more excited while going from min-to max-light through the pulsation cycle. The formation of different molecules may vary in the extended atmosphere from cycle to cycle, which contributes to the stellar luminosity and in turn to the variability between different pulsation cycles (Wittkowski et al. 2018) . At min-light, metallic oxides, such as TiO form sufficiently to extend the visual photosphere almost twice its nominal size, and decrease the visual light significantly (Reid & Goldston 2002) . Therefore, luminosity variations at max-light are significantly smaller than at mean or min-light possibly due to smaller contributions from water vapor, TiO, and other unstable molecules at the warmest phase.
MIRAS AT INFRARED WAVELENGTHS
Miras are known to exhibit tight PLRs at NIR wavelengths, specially in the K-band, as this band is least affected by atmospheric bands and the temperature fluctuations are significantly smaller (Feast et al. 1989; Yuan et al. 2017) . However, limited time-series data is available for LPVs at NIR wavelengths. The potential application of max-light PLRs for distance scale studies is discussed in the following subsections. (Table 5 ). Right panel: The same as the left panel but for SMC Miras using IRSF data (Ita et al. 2018) . The solid line represents the best-fitting linear regression model over the entire period range. Representative ±5σ errors are shown in each panel.
NIR PL and PLC relations at max-light
Recently, Yuan et al. (2017) derived PLRs in the JHK s bands for Miras in the LMC based on the synoptic survey data from Macri et al. (2015) . They generated NIR templates for OGLE Miras based on I-band light curves and derived robust mean, max, and minlight magnitudes from only three JHK s epochs. While the templates do not necessarily reflect the true shapes of the infrared light curves, they provide a reasonable approximation to the JHK s light curve structure with respect to that in the I-band. When templates are available, mean and max-light magnitudes are adopted from Yuan et al. (2017) . If not, max-light magnitudes from the original light curves are estimated as discussed in Section 2. The left panel of Fig. 11 displays the mean and max-light PL and PLC relations for Miras in the LMC. At NIR wavelengths, both max-and mean-light PLRs show comparable scatter. The results of the regression analysis are tabulated in Table 5 . Note that the mean-light NIR PLRs derived in this work are presented to compare with the max-light relations, and readers are referred to Yuan et al. (2017) for calibrated PLRs. In the case of PLC relations, a significant color dependence is found only in the J-band for O-rich Miras (Feast et al. 1989) , and the color dependence decreases at longer wavelengths.
While the LMC NIR data for Miras are limited in terms of temporal coverage, Ita et al. (2018) provided NIR time series for a small region of the SMC spanning over a decade of observing epochs. Their catalog consists of 14 O-rich and 76 C-rich Miras that have OGLE-like light curves in the JHK s -bands. The right panel of Fig. 11 shows the PL and PLC relations for Miras in the SMC. The PLRs display evidence of a smaller dispersion at max-light than at mean-light despite the statistically small sample of Miras. The color coefficients of PLC relations for C-rich Miras are similar for both Magellanic Clouds and significant even at longer wavelengths.
Distance between the Magellanic Clouds
O-rich Mira PLRs at NIR wavelengths can be used as potential distance indicators. While the long-period Miras are affected by the circumstellar dust extinction, the extinction and metallicity effects are small at NIR wavelengths. Assuming that the effects of circumstellar dust are similar at both mean and max-light, we used O-rich Mira PLRs in the LMC and SMC to estimate the relative distance between the Magellanic Clouds. The top panel of Fig. 12 presents the optical PLC relations and the bottom panel displays NIR K s -band PLRs at max-light for O-rich Miras in the Magellanic Clouds. The zero-point offset between the Clouds is estimated with respect to fixed LMC relations. Table 6 lists the results for the relative distance modulus between the LMC and the SMC estimated using both mean and max-light relations. The extinction-corrected distance estimates based on maxlight relations exhibit smaller statistical uncertainties by variables, including several Mira candidates. Due to significantly high extinction, J-band light curves are not available for several variables while K-band magnitudes approach the saturation limit for the brightest LPVs. We selected a subsample of Miras with the following criteria -P ≤ 350 days, max-light magnitudes ≥ 9 mag in K, amplitudes greater than 0.5 mag in K. These criteria led to a sample of 148 Miras with both H-and K-band measurements, which is used in the subsequent analysis. We assume that most of these Miras are Orich as C-rich Miras are rare towards the central region of the Galaxy . Fig. 13 displays the PLC relation for Miras towards the Galactic Center. The scatter is comparable in both mean-and max-light relations. Matsunaga et al. (2009) adopted total-to-selective absorption ratios (e.g., A H /A K ) given by the reddening law of Nishiyama et al. (2006) to estimate distance and extinction, simultaneously. Similar to their analysis, we used equations 8 and 9 from Matsunaga et al. (2009) to estimate the distance and K-band extinction for Miras with both maxand mean-light PLRs. The calibrator NIR data for Mi- ras in the LMC are taken from Yuan et al. (2017) and the PLRs are restricted to Miras with P ≤ 350 days. Mira PLRs are calibrated using the most-precise ∼ 1% distance to the LMC (Pietrzyński et al. 2019) . The middle panel of Fig. 13 shows the histogram of distances to individual Miras towards the Galactic Center. Our distance estimates using mean-light are similar to that of Matsunaga et al. (2009) and the peak of the distribution is consistent with the ∼ 0.3% geometric distance (∼ 8.18 kpc) to the Galactic center (Gravity Collaboration et al. 2019), and with measurements based on RR Lyrae and Type II Cepheids (Dékány et al. 2013; Bhardwaj et al. 2017) . However, the peak of the distribution using max-light PLRs shows an offset towards larger distances but is consistent within the uncertainties. The bottom panel of Fig. 13 shows the K-band extinction estimated using mean and max-light PLRs.
The typical values and the range of A K are consistent between the two approaches and similar to the results of Matsunaga et al. (2009) .
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
The pulsation properties of Mira variables in the Magellanic Clouds are investigated as a function of the pulsation phase, in particular at maximum-light. The max-and mean-light Period-Luminosity and PeriodLuminosity-Color relations for Mira variables are compared for the first-time at multiple wavelengths. The max-light PL and PLC relations exhibit significantly smaller (up to 30%) dispersion than at mean-light at optical wavelengths. With limited near-infrared data, the scatter in max-light relations is comparable to meanlight relations at longer wavelengths. The typical variations in the luminosity (magnitudes) and temperatures (colors) for Miras with similar periods are smaller at their brightest phase. Further, the max-light magnitudes for each Mira over different pulsation cycles are also more stable than the min-light magnitudes. The spectral features of O-rich Miras at max-light are dominated by strong Balmer line emission and TiO molecular bands. The strength of TiO bands is weaker at redder wavelengths and increases from max-to min-light. The stability of max-light magnitudes for individual Miras could be due to lower sensitivity to molecular bands in their warmest phase. On the other hand, the stability of max-light for a group of Miras with similar periods may also indicate that Miras achieve similar maximum luminosity corresponding to their primary period in each pulsation cycle. Mira variables offer exciting prospects for the extragalactic distance scale work in the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) era. The identification and classification of Miras are complicated due to their longperiods that require monitoring for several years. Although LSST will provide time-domain multi-color photometry, optical PLRs for Miras exhibit large scatter. The high mass-loss rate in these luminous AGB stars forms thick dust shells. Consequently, Miras suffer from significant circumstellar extinction at shorter wavelengths. Therefore, infrared observations are essential to reduce these effects and to derive robust PLRs. LSST will provide a catalog of Miras in external galaxies, and their infrared luminosities from the upcoming groundbased large-aperture telescopes and space-based James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) will be ideal for future distance scale studies. While the traditional approach of dealing with mean-light properties will require at least a few epochs of infrared observations, the stability of max-light can provide an easier and simpler alternative. Additionally, max-light observations will also permit a probe of external galaxies at much larger distances, and therefore, an assessment of their stability and reliability in other stellar systems warrant further investigation.
